
Movian - Bug #408
Playing DIVX from the root of ext. drive
03/20/2011 10:56 AM - tiago alho

Status: Fixed Start date: 03/20/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: tiago alho % Done: 0%
Category: Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: Platform:
Description

Playing divx from the root of your external drive freezes the ps3 until you unplug it.
Not a big deal.

History
#1 - 04/12/2011 08:26 PM - Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from Low to Normal

#2 - 04/12/2011 08:49 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to tiago alho

Do you have many files on the external drive? I mean in all directories total on the drive.

#3 - 04/12/2011 10:18 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category deleted (19)
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed

Fixed in commit:49fc63cf

Fix scanning of SRT subtitles Ticket #408

Previously Showtime did a recursive search starting from the directroy where the video file resided.
This could lead of scanning a lot of files. So instead we just scan the directory and nothing deeper down in the filesystem.

SRT scanner now also understands the Videofile.lang.srt notion:
So filename like video.swe.srt will be presented as Swedish subtitles.

#4 - 04/12/2011 10:42 PM - tiago alho

Andreas Öman wrote:

Fixed in commit:49fc63cf

Fix scanning of SRT subtitles Ticket #408

Previously Showtime did a recursive search starting from the directroy where the video file resided.
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This could lead of scanning a lot of files. So instead we just scan the directory and nothing deeper down in the filesystem.

SRT scanner now also understands the Videofile.lang.srt notion:
So filename like video.swe.srt will be presented as Swedish subtitles.

Did you fixed it? 
Anyway I currently have a 500gb ext drive with 5 folders and 1 avi file.
Every time I try to play the avi from the root showtime gives me a black screen until I unplug my external drive. I'm goingo to try with a flash drive. Will
report back.
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